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ONE OF THE OLDEST FAMILY COFFEE ROASTERS IN AMERICA SHOWS ITS
PHILADELPHIA ROOTS
For a limited time only Ellis Coffee Company is featuring an American Heritage Coffees
single cup coffee shipper

Philadelphia, Pa., June 24, 2016– For over 160 years Ellis Coffee has gone to work every day to provide an
extraordinary coffee experience. Through four generations of family leadership Ellis Coffee has perfected the
processes of sourcing, roasting, and distributing the finest coffees. This long time roaster proudly represents
the heritage of America and the City of Philadelphia where they were founded in 1854. As a full service roaster,
they confidently compete with the national brands and has recently launched a successful line of single serve
coffee cups.
With 2016 being an election year and in honor of the
summer holidays, Ellis Coffee decided to show our pride
by offering the American Heritage Shipper. The shipper is
available for a limited time only and consists of four of our
most popular coffee blends of E-Cups. These products
truly represent American Heritage with unique packaging
designs and blends such as William Penn, Philadelphia
Roast, Presidential, and 1854.
President Adam Kestenbaum explains, “Through
innovation and our team’s ability to understand and
identify trends we have remained on the cutting edge of
today’s consumer demands. We are continuing to compete
in all venues with national roasters, while never losing site
of what has been the hallmark of our business for 160
years; customer service.”
Although Ellis Coffee has multiple lines to cater to everchanging consumer demands, Ellis remains true to
Philadelphian roots in continuing to expand the Heritage
line. These blends of coffee have even been enjoyed by
illustrious patrons over the past centuries, including many
of our nations Presidents and now they are available to be
enjoyed at home. With Ellis Coffee’s diversity, customers
can feel confident they will find a blend perfect for
everyone.

Premium coffee roaster for over 150 years
Based in Philadelphia, Ellis Coffee Company is a manufacturer of branded and private label coffees to office
and food service distributors, convenience and retail chains, healthcare, hotels, and restaurants in the eastern
United States. Ellis Coffee Company is a fourth generation family-run business with a long and rich history
dating back to 1854. Adam Kestenbaum, a great grandson and current President, balances the tradition and
relationships of a family-run business with innovation and professionalism necessary to succeed in today’s
marketplace. The Ellis team partners with our customers to develop and deliver successful coffee programs
through our international coffee sourcing, expertise in the art of roasting, extensive product and equipment
lines, field sales & distribution, full service support programs, and marketing expertise.

